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Sanctions None 

FAFT AML Deficient  No  

Higher Risk Areas US Dept of State Money Laundering Assessment  
Not on EU White list equivalent jurisdictions 

Medium Risk Areas Weakness in Government Legislation to combat Money Laundering 
Failed States Index (Political Issues)(Average Score) 

 
ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING 
 
FATF Status 
Hong Kong is not on the FATF List of Countries that have been identified as having strategic AML deficiencies 
  
Compliance with FATF Recommendations  
In 2012, the FATF released the follow-up report to the Mutual Evaluation Report of Hong Kong, China, which 
was originally adopted on 11 July 2008.  
 
In the 2008 mutual evaluation, Hong Kong, China was rated partially compliant (PC) on a number of key 
(Recommendation 3, SR I and III) and core recommendations (Recommendations 5, 10 and SR II).  
 
In October 2012, the FATF recognised that Hong Kong, China had made significant progress in addressing the 
deficiencies identified in the 2008 Mutual Evaluation Report. The FATF agreed that Hong Kong, China should 
now report on any further improvements to its Anti-Money Laundering/Combating the Financing of Terrorism 
(AML/CFT) system on a biennial update basis.  
 
The decision by the FATF to remove a country from the regular follow-up process is based on updated 
procedures agreed in October 2009. 
 
Extract from 2014 Asia Pacific Group on Money Laundering Yearly Typologies Report: 
 
Continuing Trends: 
Email Scams 
The trend for email scams continues further to the typologies report last year. Culprits hacked the email 
account of the customers and suppliers, and then gave false instructions directing the customers to remit the 
outstanding amount to a new account and the funds were withdrawn by cash or transfer immediately. 
 
US Department of State Money Laundering assessment (INCSR)  
Hong Kong is categorised by the US State Department as a Country/Jurisdiction of Primary Concern in respect 
of Money Laundering and Financial Crimes. 
 
OVERVIEW 
Hong Kong, a Special Administrative Region (SAR) of the People’s Republic of China, is a major international 
financial and trading center. As of December 31, 2016, Hong Kong’s stock market was the world’s seventh 
largest, with $3.2 trillion in market capitalization. Already the world’s eighth largest banking center in terms of 
external transactions and the fifth largest foreign exchange trading center, Hong Kong has continued its 
expansion as the primary offshore renminbi (RMB) financing center, accumulating the equivalent of over $90.6 
billion in RMB- denominated deposits at authorized institutions as of November 2016. Hong Kong does not 
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differentiate between offshore and onshore entities for licensing and supervisory purposes. 
 
VULNERABILITIES AND EXPECTED TYPOLOGIES 
Hong Kong’s low tax rates and simplified tax regime, coupled with its sophisticated banking system, shell 
company formation agents, free port status, and the absence of currency and exchange controls present 
vulnerabilities for money laundering, including TBML and underground finance. 
 
Casinos are illegal in Hong Kong. Horse races, a local lottery, and soccer betting are the only legal gaming 
activities, all under the direction of the Hong Kong Jockey Club (HKJC), a non- profit organization. The HKJC’s 
compliance team collaborates closely with law enforcement to disrupt illegal gaming outlets. Government of 
Hong Kong officials indicate the primary sources of laundered funds, derived from local and overseas criminal 
activity, are fraud and financial crimes, illegal gaming, loan sharking, smuggling, and vice. 
 
KEY AML LAWS AND REGULATIONS 
Hong Kong has AML legislation allowing the tracing and confiscating of proceeds derived from drug-trafficking 
(Drug Trafficking (Recovery of Proceeds) Ordinance) and organized crime (Organized and Serious Crimes 
Ordinance).  These two ordinances have made it more difficult for drug traffickers and other criminals to 
launder or retain their illicit profits. Hong Kong also has enacted the Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-
Terrorist Financing (Financial Institutions) Ordinance (AMLO) for supervising authorized institutions’ 
compliance with the legal and supervisory requirements. 
 
Under the AMLO, where payment-related information is exchanged or intended to be exchanged authorized 
institutions need to carry out CDD procedures. Furthermore, the AMLO Guideline and the Hong Kong 
Monetary Authority’s (HKMA) Transactions Guidance Paper provide substantial practical guidance on filing 
STRs. The guideline indicates that, where knowledge or suspicion arises, an STR should be filed in a timely 
manner with the Joint Financial Intelligence Unit, which is jointly run by staff of the Hong Kong Police Force 
and the Hong Kong Customs & Excise Department. 
 
In February 2016, the Hong Kong Association of Banks, in collaboration with the HKMA, published the 
Guidance Paper on Combating Trade-based Money Laundering in order to implement effective measures to 
further mitigate authorized institutions’ money laundering risks. 
 
Hong Kong is a member of the FATF and the APG, a FATF-style regional body.  
 
AML DEFICIENCIES 
Hong Kong has yet to establish a system that detects the physical cross-border transportation of currency and 
bearer negotiable instruments. Hong Kong needs to accord priority to establishing such a declaration/disclosure 
system. 
 
ENFORCEMENT/IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES AND COMMENTS 
Over the last two years, financial regulators, most notably the HKMA, conducted extensive outreach, including 
at the highest corporate levels, to stress the importance of robust AML controls and highlight potential 
criminal sanctions implications for failure to fulfill legal obligations under the Anti-Money Laundering and 
Counter-Terrorist Financing (AML/CFT, Financial Institutions) Ordinance. 
 
The United States and Hong Kong SAR are parties to the Agreement Between the Government of the United 
States of America and the Government of Hong Kong on Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Affairs, which 
entered into force in 2000. As a SAR of China, Hong Kong cannot sign or ratify international conventions in its 
own right. China is responsible for Hong Kong’s international affairs and may arrange for its ratification of any 
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convention to be extended to Hong Kong. The 1988 Drug Convention was extended to Hong Kong in 1997.  The 
UNCAC and the UNTOC were extended to Hong Kong in 2006. 
 
Hong Kong should establish threshold reporting requirements for currency transactions and put in place 
structuring provisions to counter efforts to evade reporting. The government should establish a cross-border 
currency reporting requirement. In July 2015, the Hong Kong government launched a three-month public 
consultation on such a reporting system. The Hong Kong government is consolidating the views collected. 
Hong Kong should also implement a mechanism whereby the government can return funds to identified 
victims once it confiscates criminally-derived proceeds. 
 
From January 1 - November 30, 2016, there were 90 money laundering convictions. During the same 
timeframe, assets restrained under the money laundering and asset confiscation laws totaled $34.3 million. 
 
SANCTIONS 
 
There are no international sanctions currently in force against this country. 
 
BRIBERY & CORRUPTION 

Index Rating (100-Good / 0-Bad) 

Transparency International Corruption Index  77 

World Governance Indicator – Control of Corruption  92 

 
INVESTMENT CLIMATE  
  
Economy 
Hong Kong has a free market economy, highly dependent on international trade and finance - the value of 
goods and services trade, including the sizable share of re-exports, is about four times GDP. Hong Kong has no 
tariffs on imported goods, and it levies excise duties on only four commodities, whether imported or produced 
locally: hard alcohol, tobacco, hydrocarbon oil, and methyl alcohol. There are no quotas or dumping laws. 
Hong Kong continues to link its currency closely to the US dollar, maintaining an arrangement established in 
1983. 
 
Hong Kong's open economy left it exposed to the global economic slowdown that began in 2008. Although 
increasing integration with China through trade, tourism, and financial links helped it to make an initial 
recovery more quickly than many observers anticipated, its continued reliance on foreign trade and 
investment leaves it vulnerable to renewed global financial market volatility or a slowdown in the global 
economy. 
 
The Hong Kong Government is promoting the Special Administrative Region (SAR) as the site for Chinese 
renminbi (RMB) internationalization. Hong Kong residents are allowed to establish RMB-denominated savings 
accounts; RMB-denominated corporate and Chinese government bonds have been issued in Hong Kong; and 
RMB trade settlement is allowed. The territory far exceeded the RMB conversion quota set by Beijing for trade 
settlements in 2010 due to the growth of earnings from exports to the mainland. RMB deposits grew to 
roughly 9.4% of total system deposits in Hong Kong by the end of 2015. The government is pursuing efforts to 
introduce additional use of RMB in Hong Kong financial markets and is seeking to expand the RMB quota. 
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The mainland has long been Hong Kong's largest trading partner, accounting for about half of Hong Kong's 
total trade by value. Hong Kong's natural resources are limited, and food and raw materials must be imported. 
As a result of China's easing of travel restrictions, the number of mainland tourists to the territory has surged 
from 4.5 million in 2001 to 47.3 million in 2014, outnumbering visitors from all other countries combined. 
Mainland visitors to Hong Kong declined 3% in 2015 to approximately 45.7 million, reflecting an overall drop of 
2.5% in total visitors to Hong Kong. Hong Kong has also established itself as the premier stock market for 
Chinese firms seeking to list abroad. In 2015, mainland Chinese companies constituted about 51% of the firms 
listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange and accounted for about 62.1% of the Exchange's market 
capitalization. During the past decade, as Hong Kong's manufacturing industry moved to the mainland, its 
service industry has grown rapidly. In 2014, Hong Kong and China signed a new agreement on achieving basic 
liberalization of trade in services in Guangdong Province under the Closer Economic Partnership Agreement, 
adopted in 2003 to forge closer ties between Hong Kong and the mainland. The new measures, effective from 
March 2015, cover a negative list and a most-favoured treatment provision, and will improve access to the 
mainland's service sector for Hong Kong-based companies. 
 
Credit expansion and a tight housing supply have caused Hong Kong property prices to rise rapidly; consumer 
prices increased 4.4% in 2014, but slowed to 2.9% in 2015. Lower- and middle-income segments of the 
population are increasingly unable to afford adequate housing. 
 
Hong Kong’s economic integration with the mainland continues to be most evident in the banking and finance 
sector. Initiatives like the Hong Kong-Shanghai Stock Connect, the Mutual Recognition of Funds, and The Hong 
Kong Shanghai Gold Connect are all important steps towards opening up the Mainland’s capital markets and 
has reinforced Hong Kong’s leading role as China’s offshore RMB market. Additional connect schemes from 
bonds to commodities and other investment products are also under exploration by Hong Kong authorities. 
 
Agriculture - products: 
fresh vegetables and fruit; poultry, pork; fish 
 
Industries: 
textiles, clothing, tourism, banking, shipping, electronics, plastics, toys, watches, clocks 
 
Exports - commodities: 
electrical machinery and appliances, textiles, apparel, footwear, watches and clocks, toys, plastics, precious 
stones, printed material 
 
Exports - partners: 
China 53.7%, US 9.5% (2015) 
 
Imports - commodities: 
raw materials and semi-manufactures, consumer goods, capital goods, foodstuffs, fuel (most is reexported) 
 
Imports - partners: 
China 49%, Japan 6.4%, Singapore 6.1%, US 5.2%, South Korea 4.3% (2015) 
 
Investment Climate 
Hong Kong became a Special Administrative Region (SAR) of the People's Republic of China (PRC) on July 1, 
1997. Hong Kong’s status since reverting to Chinese sovereignty is defined in the Sino-British Joint Declaration 
(1987) and the Basic Law. Under the concept of “one country, two systems” articulated in these documents, 
Hong Kong will retain its political, economic, and judicial systems for 50 years after reversion. Hong Kong 
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pursues a free market philosophy with minimal government intervention. The Hong Kong Government (HKG) 
welcomes foreign investment, neither offering special incentives nor imposing disincentives for foreign 
investors. 
 
Hong Kong's well-established rule of law is applied consistently and without discrimination. There is no 
distinction in law or practice between investments by foreign-controlled companies and those controlled by 
local interests. Foreign firms and individuals are allowed freely to incorporate their operations in Hong Kong, 
register branches of foreign operations, and set up representative offices without encountering discrimination 
or undue regulation. There is no restriction on the ownership of such operations. Company directors are not 
required to be citizens of, or resident in, Hong Kong. Reporting requirements are straightforward and are not 
onerous. 
 
Nineteen years after its reversion to PRC sovereignty, Hong Kong remains an excellent destination for U.S. 
investment and trade. Despite a population of less than eight million, Hong Kong is America’s ninth-largest 
export market, the sixth-largest for total agricultural products, and fourth largest for high-value consumer food 
and beverage products. Hong Kong's economy, with its world-class institutions and regulatory systems, is 
based on competitive financial and professional services, trading, logistics, and tourism. It is the world's most 
services-oriented economy, with the service sector accounting for more than 90 percent of its nearly USD 308 
billion GDP in 2015. Hong Kong hosts a large number of regional headquarters and regional offices. Close to 
1,400 U.S. companies are based in Hong Kong, and more than half are regional in scope. Finance and related 
services companies, such as banks, law firms, and accountancies, dominate the pack. Seventy of the world's 
100 largest banks have operations here. 
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